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FILM SCANS

FRONTIER FILM SCANS

Scan Size each

4x $5.00

5x $7.00

8x $10.00

10x $15.00

Offered here from 35mm, 645, 6x6 and 6x7 negatives and slides. Files are proportional to standard print 
sizes at 300ppi. Prices listed are for unretouched "as-is" scans: film is color corrected at the scanner with 
no further optimization. 110 film size adds 100% to prices listed above. Single-cut negs adds $2 per 
frame. $10 minimum. Burn-to-disk or electronic delivery included.

Frontier Scans from odd-sized negatives

Scan Size each

4x $8.00

5x $10.00

8x $13.00

10x $18.00

Frontier Scans of black & white or color film that is odd-sized. Files are proportional to standard print 
sizes at 300ppi. Prices above are for 6x9, 126, 127 and stereo formats. Flatbed scans are offered for 
vintage formats that our Frontier scanner cannot accommodate. Prints ordered at the same time as 
vintage film scans are offered at Express Print pricing. $10 minimum. Burn-to-disk or electronic delivery 
included.

Shoebox Scans from 35mm Slides

Qty ~11mb ~36mb DVD

100-250 $1.50/ea $1.80/ea included

251-500 $1.35/ea $1.65/ea included

501-1000 $1.20/ea $1.50/ea included

1001-2000 $1.15/ea $1.45/ea included

2001+ $1.00/ea $1.30/ea included

Files are delivererd in jpeg format on a DVD data disc. Additional DVDs are available at $10 each. 
Shoebox Scanning rates include up to 5 custom-labeled folders on the disk per job. Add $5/each for 
additional customized folders.
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Shoebox Scans from 35mm Negatives

Qty ~6mb DVD

100-250 $1.25/ea included

251-500 $0.97/ea included

501-1000 $0.85/ea included

1001-2000 $0.78/ea included

2001+ $0.72/ea included

We scan all negatives received. Film strips typically contain multiple images. We require a minimum of 3 
frames per strip. (Single frames or 2-frame strips do not qualify.) Negatives are scanned at 1200ppi* 
which outputs at 4”x 6” @ 300ppi or 1200 x 1800 pixels. File size is ~6 megabytes. Files are delivererd in 
jpeg format on a DVD data disc. Additional DVDs are available at $10 each. Shoebox Scanning rates 
include up to 5 custom-labeled folders on the disk per job. Add $5/each for additional customized 
folders.

Drum Scans

Resolution 50mb 100mb 200mb 300mb

Each $65.00 $85.00 $135.00 $185.00

Burn-to-disk or electronic delivery included. Please cut out the frame you would like us to scan or add 
$10 to the prices above.


